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SO WHY SHOULD YOU CHOOSE PLANNED COMPANIES?
we can give you a couple of reasons..
EXPERIENCE We have more than 100 years of experience in
our industry, and deliver unparalleled consistency,
accountability and quality.
RECRUITERS Planned Companies has a full-time team of
in-house recruiters and utilizes our own I-PLAN/Hire for Attitude
Methodology where prospective associates are thoroughly
screened to ensure that they possess the required skill sets.
TRAINING We believe in all of our employees and we want
all of our personnel to be empowered and properly trained.
At Planned we train and retrain to ensure that everyone
possess the proper knowledge necessary to perform their
jobs effectively.
GREEN At Planned Companies we practice Green cleaning
procedures everyday. Green cleaning chemicals improve
indoor air quality, decrease the risk of exposure to potentially
hazardous cleaning materials and reduce allergens.
PRODUCTIVITY We found that by implementing professional
work schedules and through the use of our Automated
Workflow Systems - Our operation managers can staff
buildings accurately and ensure that we are consistently
delivering quality service.
LIVING OUR CORE The Planned Companies “Living Our Core”
Recognition Program provides opportunities to recognize,
reward and motivate our valued associates.

ACCOUNTABILITY We have 24/7 Emergency Response
procedures, On-call Supervisors, technology assisted platforms
all in aid to properly support our various building services.

I-PLAN Stands for Integrity, Passion, Longevity, Attitude and
Never being complacent. This is our hiring methodology that
we believe in. It is how we carefully screen and evaluate all
Planned employees.
OVERSIGHT & SUPERVISION At Planned Companies we conduct
routine inspections at all of our locations. We also have
Automated Workflow - which helps us monitor all site conditions,
and we also have a dedicated team of Operation and
Regional Managers.
SATISFACTION & SUSTAINABILITY We are a Green Seal certified
company and we do utilize the appropriate cleaning products
and instill Green practices throughout. Our goal is to provide
the residents/tenants of the buildings that we service with healthy,
clean and safe environments.
YOU CAN COUNT ON US It is our history, experience and our
associates that make a difference. It is our training and
commitment to excellence that makes a difference. One
thing is for sure - you can count on one company for
quality service across the board!

Our clients can count on one company for quality service across the board!

